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NEW PRODUCTS 2008-2009 NEW PRODUCTS 2008-2009

BLACK MORMORA

 Trendy and aggressive 
design for this new series 
of reels, featuring smooth 
and powerful gears and 
an outstanding overall 
mechanical resistance.
The wide range of front and 
rear drag reels, available 
in different sizes, offers a 
complete choice for any style 
of fishing.
The soft touch body coating 
and the soft egg shaped 
handle knob ensure a great 
comfort and a perfect grip, 
even in wet conditions. 
Aluminum/titanium main 
spool and graphite spare 
spool, titanium coated. 
Outstanding quality/price ratio.

	 Code	 item	 	 	 	 	 	

	 BLACK2508R	 BLACK 2508R 8	 0,18/250		 0,20/200		 5,1:1		 67		 260

	 BLACK4008R	 BLACK 4008R 8	 0,20/260		 0,30/150		 5,1:1		 71		 280

	 BLACK6508R	 BLACK 6508R 8	 0,35/250		 0,30/330		 5,5:1		 100		 430

	 BLACK2508F	 BLACK 2508 F 8	 0,18/250		 0,20/200		 5,1:1		 67		 260

	 BLACK4008F	 BLACK 4008 F 8	 0,20/260		 0,30/150		 5,1:1		 71		 275

	 BLACK6508F	 BLACK 6508 F 8	 0,30/330		 0,35/250		 5,5:1		 100		 410

	 BLACK7508F	 BLACK 7508 F 8	 0,30/450		 0,40/250		 5,5:1		 106		 450	

 Very light and thin body and 
a big spool with a high line capacity 
are the most evident and distinctive 
features of these new reels, 
conceived for a long distance 
medium casting, both in fresh and 
salt waters.
The soft touch black coating and 
the metal black chromed parts 
give an aggressive appearance 
and the same time offer a great 
comfort in use. The reels are 

delivered with 2 aluminum/
titanium high capacity 

spools, with 2 lines 
of lightening holes. 
The new 
MORMORA 

reels feature 
an outstanding overall 

mechanical resistance, smooth 
and powerful gears and an excellent 
line lay.

	 Code	 item	 	 	 	 	 	

	moRmoRA6510LX	 MORMORA 6510 LX 10	 0,30/330	 0,35/250	 5,5:1	 100		 395

	moRmoRA7510LX	 MORMORA 7510 LX 10	 0,30/450	 0,40/250	 5,5:1	 106		 440	

• soft touch body coating

• Titanium coated Twist  
Free Roller

• Infinite Anti Reverse IAR, supported  
by 1 roller bearing (O.w.C.)

• 8 bearings, including 1 roller bearing

• shock resistant thick bail wire

• Forged Aluminum/titanium spool with  
2 lines of lightening holes

• Graphite spare spool, titanium vacuum 
coated

• 10 bearings, including 1 roller bearing

• 2 forged, X-light, aluminum/titanium spools 
with lightening holes

• Multi-disk front drag, powerful  
and progressive

• soft touch body coating

• shock resistant thick bail wire

• Infinite Anti Reverse IAR supported  
by one roller bearing (O.w.C.)

• Titanium coated Twist Free Roller
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NEW PRODUCTS 2008-2009 NEW PRODUCTS 2008-2009

BLACK RUN BLACK SURF 12000 

 This new series of free 
spool reels, conceived 
for carp and predator 
fishing, offers all 
what a modern 
angler is 
looking for in 
a fishing reel, 
including a 
very affordable 
price. The 
new BLACK 
RUN reels 
appear trendy and 
aggressive, thanks to 
their innovative design and 
their soft touch black coating. They are 
equipped with 2 aluminum forged spools, with 
titanium hardened upper lip and a double line of 
lightening holes. The new BLACK RUN reels feature 
an outstanding overall mechanical resistance and  
extremely smooth and powerful gears, while the wide 
choice of sizes offers the right answer to any need.

	 Code	 item	 	 	 	 	 	

	 BLACKR4010	 BLACK RUN 4010 10	 0,20/260	 0,30/150		 5,1:1	 71	 330

	 BLACKR6010	 BLACK RUN 6010 10	 0,25/250	 0,30/180		 5,5:1	 90	 430

	 BLACKR7010	 BLACK RUN 7010 10	 0,30/330	 0,35/250		 5,5:1	 98	 460

	 BLACKR7510	 BLACK RUN 7510 10	 0,30/450	 0,40/250		 5,5:1	 106	 510	

	 Code	 item	 	 	 	 	 	

	 BLACKSU12000	 BLACK SURF 12000 8	 0,30/620	 0,40/380	 4,1:1	 98		 690	

 The big, long 
casting spool and 
the powerful gears 

make this reel perfect 
for all the heavy duty 
applications. The new 
BLACK SURF will be a 
reliable mate for Surf 
Casting, Carp fishing, 
Cat fishing and deep 
water boat fishing. 
The 8 bearings, 
including a roller 

bearing are made of 
SS and the main ones 

of them are double 
shielded (sealed), for a 

better protection against 
external agents. The look is 

trendy and aggressive, with the soft black 
body coating offering an incomparable comfort.

• Free spool lever and micrometric drag 
located in the rear

• soft touch body coating

• Infinite Anti Reverse IAR supported  
by one roller bearing (O.w.C.)

• Titanium coated Twist Free Roller

• 10 bearings, including 1 roller bearing

• shock resistant thick bail wire

• 2 forged, X-light, aluminum/titanium 
spools with lightening holes

• Multi disk main front drag, powerful  
and progressive • 8 ss bearings, including 1 roller bearing

• Cool forged aluminum/titanium spool  
and vacuum titanium coated graphite  
spare spool

• shock resistant thick bail wire

• soft touch body coating and ergonomic soft 
handle knob

• Infinite Anti Reverse supported by one roller 
bearing (O.w.C.)

• Titanium coated Twist Free Roller
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KEY FEATURES JOLLY 3000 BUSTER F

	 Code	 item	 	 	 	 	

	 MUBUS70F	 BUSTER 7003 F 3	 5,5:1	 0,30/330	 0,40/250	 350

	 MUBUS75F	 BUSTER 7503 F 3	 5,5:1	 0,30/400	 0,40/250	 390

	 JOLLY3000	 JOLLY 3000 1	 5,1:1	 0,18/200	 0,25/100	 240

	 Code	 item	 	 	 	

	 MUDIMR-LD5	 MR-LD 5000S 6	 3,2:1	 0,45/250	 450

	 MUDIMR-LD6	 MR-LD 6000S 6	 3,2:1	 0,45/300	 500

	 MUDIMR-LD9	 MR-LD 9000S 6	 3,4:1	 0,55/450	 800

MR-LD S

a new lever drag trolling reel, 
strong and reliable.The new MR-LD 
9000 S is a direct evolution of the 
successful TR-LD 900, known and 
appreciated by thousands of trolling 
fishermen in several European 

countries. The overall strength 
has been further improved 
thanks to the stainless steel 
frame on the left size, while 
the drag is even stronger 
and progressive. The brass 
and stainless steel gears 
are powerful, smooth and 
extremely strong. Beside 

the size 9000, other 2 new 
smaller sizes, 6000 and 5000 

are available, as well. They are 
perfect to fit the new generation light 
and ultra light trolling rods, thanks to 
their very low weight and their power 
and reliability. 

BUSTER F

2 big reels, powerful and reliable, 
added to the BUSTER family, a 
complete range of reels with an 
outstanding quality/price ratio. 

Available in 2 sizes, 7003 
and 7503, the new 

BUSTER F are 
equipped 

with 3 BB, 
a metal 

coated 
graphite spool, 

light and scratch 
resistant and 
an efficient and 
reliable multi 
stop anti reverse 
system.

JOLLY 3000

Nothing less 
than the more 
expensive reels, 
and a friendly 
price. This reel 
has smooth and 
reliable gears. Perfect 
for kids and beginners, 
keeping all the features of 
a professional reel.  

6 stainless steel ball bearing, with a 
special ceramic protection coating.
multi disk lever drag.
stainless steel and brass inner gears.

cold forged, single piece aluminum 
spool 
3 available sizes

1 ball bearing

precision multi-stop  
anti-reverse

graphite spare spool

3 ball bearings

graphite spool metal coated

hi-power gears

soft knob

multi disk front drag
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Pride Trota Lago

PRIDE SERIES PRIDE SERIES

Pride Blitz

Pride X-Energy

	 CODE	 ITEM	
LENGTH/	 CLOSED	

WEIGHT	 ACTION	

	
	 	 N°	SECTIONS	 LENGTH	

		CALBLi1	 PRIDE BLITZ 1 3,90/8	 93	 140	 4-12

	 CALBLi2	 PRIDE BLITZ 2 3,90/8	 94	 160	 8-16

	 CALBLi3	 PRIDE BLITZ 3 3,90/8	 94	 180	 12-25

	 CALBLi4	 PRIDE BLITZ 4 4,20/8	 108	 220	 15-30	

	 CODE	 ITEM	
LENGTH/	 CLOSED	

WEIGHT	 ACTION	

	
	 	 N°	SECTIONS	 LENGTH	

		CALPReNeR1	 PRIDE X-ENERGY 1 4,00/4	 121	 275	 10-40

	CALPReNeR2	 PRIDE X-ENERGY 2 4,00/4	 121	 290	 30-70

	CALPReNeR3-400	 PRIDE X-ENERGY 3-400 4,00/4	 122	 310	 50-100

	CALPReNeR3-450	 PRIDE X-ENERGY 3-450 4,50/5	 137	 400	 50-100

	CALPReNeR4	 PRIDE X-ENERGY 4 4,50/5	 137	 410	 60-120	

	 CODE	 ITEM	
LENGTH/	 CLOSED	

WEIGHT	 ACTION	

	
	 	 N°	SECTIONS	 LENGTH	

	 CALPRtL1	 PRIDE TROTA LAGO 1 4,00/6	 126	 170	 4-12

	 CALPRtL2	 PRIDE TROTA LAGO 2 4,20/6	 129	 185	 8-18

	 CALPRtL3	 PRIDE TROTA LAGO 3 4,30/6	 129	 195	 12-25	

 Three rods 
studied for fishing 
rainbow trout in 
small lakes, using 
the Italian technique 
“Bombarda”. Very thin 
and light, they are at 
the same time though 
and resistant.

 Fantastic “Bombarda” rods, 
conceived for the rainbow trout 
competition fishing. Perfect in 
any detail, from the soft EVA 
handle, warm and safe, to the 
revolutionary guides compact 
wrapping. Blank made of pure high 
modulus carbon.

 A new range of virtually unbreakable rods,  
tanks to the double X High Resistance Carbon 
reinforcement on a sandwich, multi layer high 
modulus/high density carbon, blank structure.  
The new  X-ENERGY rods are equipped with 
cork handle and screw reel seat, for a perfect 
handling in any condition. Available in 4,00 and 
4,50 m, casting from 10 to 120 grams.

Stainless steel reel seat, 
with rubber cushions

Black Diamond 
guides, Y shaped, 

with SIC rings 
and SS frames. 
Revolutionary 

compact wrapping.

Full carbon solid tip, 
sensitive and strong. 
The sliding guides 
are wrapped on a 
carbon tube.

The revolutionary 
compact wrapping of 

Black Diamond guides. 
The B.D. guides have 

SIC rings and SS frames.

Soft EVA handle, 
comfortable and 
safe, even in wet 
and cold conditions.

Cork handle and 
screw reel seat: 

a perfect hold in 
any condition.

Multi layer hi-
modulus/hi-density 
carbon blank with 
double X hi-resistance 
carbon reinforcement.
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Pride Bolognese Class

Pride Bolognese Master

Pride Bolognese Strong

Competition Bolognese

Absolute Bolognese Thin

PRIDE SERIES PRIDE SERIES

 Thin and the same time fast and perfectly balanced, this classic action rod is perfect for light and ultra light fishing.

Bolognese Master are light, perfectly bilance and the same time  
extremely strong.

 Fast action, tanks to the 
hi-modulus blank, the new Pride 

 Pure power for these stiff 
action rods, perfect for fighting with 
big fish and for salt water fishing. 

The innovative carbon construction makes them light and perfectly  
balanced. Also available a 7,00 m. pole (no guides) to be used as it is or 
prepared for trout fishing or other heavy applications.

and well balanced. Despite their thin diameter, they keep a good  
and fast action.

 A new series of thin 
Bolognese rods, particularly light 

 Unbelievably thin, these new, 
fantastic rods are probably the 
thinnest in the market. Despite their 

diameter, the new ABSOLUTE are fast, perfectly balanced  
and they feature a fast and powerful action.   
To use them is a great experience.

Stainless steel reel 
seat with rubber 

cushions

Black Diamond Guides. Y shape stainless steel frame and 
extra thin SIC ring. A rubber foam frame is put inside the butt 
section for keeping the guides spaced when the rod is closed. 
Long leg frame shape on Competition and Absolute.

Following the best Italian tradition of Bolognese fishing, Alcedo is 
proud to introduce a complete range of Bolognese rods, made of 

the best carbon fibers and having different actions, able to fulfill 
the needs of the most advanced and sophisticated anglers.

	 CODE	 ITEM	 LENGTH
	 N°	 CLOSED	

WEIGHT	

	
	 	 	 SECTIONS	 LENGTH	

	 CALPRBCL500	 PRIDE BOLO CLASS 500 5,00/5	 5	 136	 200

	 CALPRBCL600	 PRIDE BOLO CLASS 600 6,00/6	 6	 136	 310

	 CALPRBmA500	 PRIDE BOLO MASTER 500 5,00/5	 5	 143	 275

	 CALPRBmA600	 PRIDE BOLO MASTER 600 6,00/6	 6	 144	 350

	 CALPRBS500	 PRIDE BOLO STRONG 500 5,00/5	 5	 135	 280

	 CALPRBS600	 PRIDE BOLO STRONG 600 6,00/6	 6	 135	 370

	 CALPRPSt700	 POLE STRONG 700 7,00/7	 7	 132	 480

	 CALCoBo500	 COMPETITION BOLOGNESE 500 5,00/5	 5	 135	 155

	 CALCoBo600	 COMPETITION BOLOGNESE 600 6,00/6	 6	 136	 230

	 CALCoBo700	 COMPETITION BOLOGNESE 700 7,00/7	 7	 137	 270

	 CALABBo500	 ABSOLUTE BOLOGNESE THIN 500 5,00/5	 5	 135	 135

	 CALABBo600	 ABSOLUTE BOLOGNESE THIN 500 6,00/6	 6	 135	 195	
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PRIDE SERIES PRIDE SERIES

Pride Spin II

Hokkaido Spin

Pride Carp III

The new low ride guides, with 
SIC ring and SS frame, are 

the are the most advanced 
evolution in terms of casting 

distance and precision.

The new integrated 
handle with screw 
down reel seat is 
safe and comfortable 
in any condition.

Black Diamond 
guides, with 

stainless steel 
frames and SIC 
rings. Flanged 

top guide.

New extra 
light, 

titanium 
frame SIC 

guides

Innovative screw 
down reel seat, 
safe, comfortable 
and elegant.

 Studied in cooperation with Japanese pro 
fishermen, these new spinning rods, made of M8 
high modulus carbon, are simply fantastic. When 
you keep them in your hands, it seems they have 
found the way to win the gravity! They are light, 
perfectly balanced and the same time fast and 
powerful. Two actions available:  
regular (casting up to 40 grams)  
and strong (casting up to 60 grams).

 A new carp rod made of high modulus 
carbon. The 3 sections construction 
makes this rod convenient and easy to 
be transported. The new Pride Carp III is 
extremely light and strong at the same time 
and it is highly finished. 3 Lb curve test power.

 A new, fantastic range of 
spinning rods, made of high modulus 
IM7 carbon. The new PRIDE SPIN II 
are equipped with low ride guides, 
the most advanced evolution in 
terms of casting distance and 
precision. A new screw down reel-
seat and integrated EVA handle 
provides the best comfort and safe 
in any condition.

	 CODE	 ITEM	
LENGTH/	 CLOSED	

WEIGHT	 ACTION	

	
	 	 N°	SECTIONS	 LENGTH	

	 CALPRCARPiii	 PRIDE CARP III 360/3	 126	 220	 3	LB	

	 CODE	 ITEM	
LENGTH/	 CLOSED	

WEIGHT	 ACTION	

	
	 	 N°	SECTIONS	 LENGTH	

	 CALHS24040	 HOKKAIDO SPIN 240-40 2,40/2	 125	 120	 8-40

	 CALHS27040	 HOKKAIDO SPIN 270-40 2,70/2	 142	 145	 8-40

	 CALHS24060	 HOKKAIDO SPIN 240-60 2,40/2	 125	 150	 15-60

	 CALHS27060	 HOKKAIDO SPIN 270-60 2,70/2	 142	 160	 15-60	

	 CODE	 ITEM	
LENGTH/	 CLOSED	

WEIGHT	 ACTION	

	
	 	 N°	SECTIONS	 LENGTH	

	 CALPSPN2102	 PRIDE SPIN II 210 2,10/2	 112	 125	 10-40

	 CALPSPN2402	 PRIDE SPIN II 240 2,40/2	 126	 140	 10-40

	 CALPSPN2702	 PRIDE SPIN II 270 2,70/2	 142	 165	 10-50	
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Estreme Surf III

TOP RANGE TOP RANGE

Extreme High Surf

Absolute Surf III

Modularis Surf III

Fuji guides and 
reel seat on 
EXTREME SURF

New concept low 
ride SIC guides on 
ABSOLUTE SURF

The new handle on 
EXTREME SURF III, 

comfortable and 
innovative.

	 CODE	 ITEM	
LENGTH/	 CLOSED	

WEIGHT	 ACTION	

	
	 	 	 N°	SECTIONS	 LENGTH	

	CALeXHiSUiii410	 EXTREME HIGH SURF III 410-120 4,10/3	 144	 455	 60-120

	CALeXHiSUiii430	 EXTREME HIGH SURF III 430-180 4,30/3	 151	 611	 100-180

	CALeXSURiii420	 EXTREME SURF III 420-250 4,20/3	 148	 460	 100-250

	CALeXSURiii450	 EXTREME SURF III 450-250 4,50/3	 158	 489	 100-250

	CALABSU420	 ABSOLUTE SURF III 420 4,20/3	 148	 N.A.	 50-150

	CALABSU450	 ABSOLUTE SURF III 450 4,50/3	 158	 N.A.	 50-150

	CALtoUSU3420	 MODULARIS SURF III 420 4,20/3	 148	 N.A.	 100-250

	CALtoUSU3450	 MODULARIS SURF III 450 4,50/3	 158	 N.A.	 100-250	

Unbelievably powerful and thin, this rod can cast up to 250g reaching 
distances that no other rod can reach. Original Fuji guides and reel seat. 

 Simply the best for 
surf casting.  

 Studied by the 
Spanish champion Jordi 

Bastidas, these 2 rods are perfect for the most advanced surf techniques in 
Mediterranean sea and Atlantic ocean. Original Fuji guides and reel seat.

 The most advanced 
result of the ALCEDO 
technology applied 

to the Mediterranean surf casting conditions. These rods can cast up to 
150g at unbelievable distances, that cannot be reached by other rods. 
Equipped with low ride SIC guides. 

 A very good surf 
casting rod, suitable both 

for Oceanic and Mediterranean sea, with a powerful blank, able to cast easily 
up to 250 g, and a very sensitive tip. Very good quality/price ratio.
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Green Line Match Carp 13’  

GREEN LINE GREEN LINE

Green Line X-Trophy with wrapped guides

Green Line X-Trophy with metal glued guides (new) 

Green Line Carp III

 This very good 13’ match rod is perfect 
for catching big fish, like carps and big breams. 
Made of high density/high resistance carbon, 
the new GREEN LINE MATCH CARP 13’ features 
high finish and an outstanding quality/price ratio.

 After having introduced last  
year the version with wrapped guides, 
ALCEDO is proposing now the version 
with metal glued guides of this fantastic 
telescopic carp rod, one of the most 
successful and appreciated in Europe. 
Thanks to its double crossed carbon 
reinforcement, X-TROPHY is virtually 
unbreakable. This new version  
with metal guides (SIC rings) is even  
more compact when closed  
and it is easier to be repaired.

The new version with 
metal glued guides is 
even more compact when 
closed and easier to be 
repaired.

	 CODE	 ITEM	
LENGTH/	 CLOSED	

WEIGHT	 ACTION	

	
	 	 N°	SECTIONS	 LENGTH	

	CALGLtRo360-120	 GREEN LINE X-TROPHY 360/7	 110	 305	 90-120(3Lb)

	CALGLtRo360NeW	 GREEN LINE X-TROPHY M/G 360/7	 110	 305	 90-120	

	 CODE	 ITEM	
LENGTH/	 CLOSED	

WEIGHT	 ACTION	

	
	 	 N°	SECTIONS	 LENGTH	

	 CALGLCARPIII	 GREEN LINE CARP III	 360/3	 127	 420	 3	Lb	

	 CODE	 ITEM	
LENGTH/	 CLOSED	

WEIGHT	 ACTION	

	
	 	 N°	SECTIONS	 LENGTH	

	CALGLmCARP390	 GREEN LINE MATCH CARP 390 390/3	 138	 220	 20	

Black Si-Lite top guide 
with flanged ring, perfectly 
resistant to the braided 
lines abrasion. The PS frame 
coating gives a very good 
protection against corrosion

The high density carbon blank 
with a double X high resistance 

carbon reinforcement, makes 
this rod virtually unbreakable

 A new carp rod made of high  
resistance carbon. The 3 sections  
construction makes this rod convenient  
and easy to be transported. The new  
GREEN LINE Carp III is perfectly balanced  
and it has a very good action, strong  
and progressive. 3 Lb curve power. Outstanding quality/price ratio.

The new screw-down reel seat, integrated 
in the soft EVA handle. It is safe and 

comfortable in any weather condition.

Black SI-Lite guides, with 
stainless steel frames 

and Titanium rings. 
Flanged top guide.
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GREEN LINE

Green Line Bolognese Class

Green Line X-Bolognese Master

Green Line Mini Boat 

Green Line Vertical Jigging

GREEN LINEGREEN LINE

Two series of rods studied according to the best tradition of 
the Italian Bolognese fishing style. They are equipped with high 

quality components, they are highly finished and they feature an 
outstanding quality/price ratio.

	 CODE	 ITEM	
LENGTH/	 CLOSED	

WEIGHT	 ACTION	

	
	 	 N°	SECTIONS	 LENGTH	

	 CALGLVJ150-300	 GREEN LINE VERTICAL JIGGING 180 180/2	 120	 345	 150-300
	 CALGLVJ200-400	 GREEN LINE VERTICAL JIGGING 180  180/2	 120	 345	 200-400	

	 CODE	 ITEM	 LENGTH
	 N°	 CLOSED	

WEIGHT	

	
	 	 	 SECTIONS	 LENGTH	

	 GLBoCLASS400	 GREEN LINE BOLO CLASS 400 4,00/4	 4	 132	 190

	 GLBoCLASS500	 GREEN LINE BOLO CLASS 500 5,00/5	 5	 142	 270

	 GLBoCLASS600	 GREEN LINE BOLO CLASS 600 6,00/6	 6	 143	 390

	 GLXBomA400	 GREEN LINE X-BOLO MASTER 400 4,00/4	 4	 132	 195

	 GLXBomA500	 GREEN LINE X-BOLO MASTER 500 5,00/5	 5	 142	 275

	 GLXBomA600	 GREEN LINE X-BOLO MASTER 600 6,00/6	 6	 143	 395	

	 CODE	 ITEM	
LENGTH/	 CLOSED	

WEIGHT	 ACTION	

	
	 	 	 N°	SECTIONS	 LENGTH	

	 CALmiBo180	 GREEN LINE MINI BOAT 180 180/6	 39	 -	 5-110

	 CALmiBo210	 GREEN LINE MINI BOAT 210 210/7	 40	 -	 5-110

	CALmiBo250	 GREEN LINE MINI BOAT 250 240/8	 40	 -	 5-110	

Mesh carbon construction

Multicolour glass 
solid tip. It can be 
successfully used 
with sinkers from 0 
to 110 grams

The new guides, specially 
conceived for jigging use. 

Double wrapping and 
epoxy coating.

 An amazing pocket rod  
for boat fishing in Mediterranean sea. 
The soft tip is very sensitive a precise. 
Once it is closed, it can be stored 
everywhere, in the boat.

 Light, easy to handle and extremely strong, the new GREEN 
LINE VERTICAL JIGGING rods are perfect for fishing with jig lures 
in the range 100-400 g. Highly finished, they have an ergonomic 
asymmetric handle and new guides specially conceived for this 
fishing style. Outstanding quality/price ratio.

High density carbon 
blank with a double X 
high resistance carbon 
reinforcement.

Black SI-Lite guides, 
having Titanium rings 

and stainless steel 
frames, corrosion free.

 Light and perfectly balanced, this rod features a classic,  
medium action. Available from 4 to 6 meters.

 The double X high resistance carbon 
reinforcement gives this rod a fast action 
and a very good strength, despite its light 
weight. It’s  
perfect for  
catching big fish.  
Available from  
4 to 6 meters.
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Advanced Bolo

Dyna Force

Master strong

Virtually unbreakable, tanks to the double X hi-resistance carbon reinforcement 
on a high modulus carbon blank, the new Dyna Strong are thin, light and 
perfectly balanced. Available in 2 lengths, 4,00 and 4,50 meters, with casting 
powers from 40 to 120 g.

Made of high modulus carbon M 50 JK, these new Bolognese rods feature 
a fast action and the same time they are thin, light and perfectly balanced. 
Equipped with Black SI-Lite titanium/stainless steel guides.

These new unbreakable rods, made of a new epoxy-carbon composite with a 
double X high resistance carbon reinforcement  feature a very good  
quality/price ratio. The long cork and EVA handle and the screw reel seat offer 
a good comfort in any condition. Available in 2 casting powers: 50 and 80 g.

	 cODe	 IteM	
Lenght	 cLOSeD	

WeIght
	

actIOn
	

	
	 	 SeCtioNS	 LeNGHt

	 CAdYFoRCe1	 DIP DYNA FORCE 1 4,00/4	 120	 290	 10-40

	 CAdYFoRCe2	 DIP DYNA FORCE 2 4,00/4	 120	 310	 20-50

	CAdYFoRCe3-400	DIP DYNA FORCE 3-400 4,00/4	 120	 329	 40-80

	CAdYFoRCe3-450	DIP DYNA FORCE 3-450 4,50/5	 137	 413	 40-80

	CAdYFoRCe4-400	DIP DYNA FORCE 4-400 4,00/4	 120	 345	 50-100

	CAdYFoRCe4-450	 DIP DYNA FORCE 4-450 4,50/5	 137	 411	 50-100

	 CAdYFoRCe5	 DIP DYNA FORCE 5 4,50/5	 137	 424	 60-120

	 cODe	 IteM	
Lenght	 n°	 actIOn	

	 	
	 (m)	 SeCtioNS	 (g)

	 CAdiAdBo500	 DIP ADVANCED BOLO 500 5,00	 5	 0-15

	 CAdiAdBo600	 DIP ADVANCED BOLO 600 6,00	 6	 0-15

	 CAdiAdBo700	 DIP ADVANCED BOLO 700 7,00	 7	 0-15

	 cODe	 IteM	
Lenght	 n°	 actIOn	

	 	
	 (m)	 SeCtioNS	 (g)

	 CAdimASt50N	 DIP MASTER STRONG 50 4,00	 5	 20-50

	 CAdimASt80N	 DIP MASTER STRONG 80 4,00	 5	 40-80



Dyna Carp III

Dyna Trophy 

Dyna Carp

Master Carp

	 cODe	 IteM	
Lenght	 n°	 actIOn	

	 	
	 (m)	 SeCtioNS	 (g)

	CAdYteCARP360	DIP DYNA CARP TELE 360 3,60	 4	 120

	 cODe	 IteM	
Lenght	 n°	 actIOn	

	 	
	 (m)	 SeCtioNS	 (g)

	 CAdYCARPiii	 DIP DYNA CARP III 3,60	 3	 3	LB

	 cODe	 IteM	
Lenght	 n°	 actIOn	

	 	
	 (m)	 SeCtioNS	 (g)

	 CAdYtRo360	 DIP DYNA TROPHY TELE 360 3,60	 4	 120

	 cODe	 IteM	
Lenght	 n°	 actIOn	

	 	
	 (m)	 SeCtioNS	 (g)

	CAdimCARP360	 DIP MASTER CARP 360 3,60	 4	 100

a new telescopic carp rod, easy to be transported and very versatile. It’s 
perfect for fishing carp and any kind of big fish. 

another convenient telescopic carp rod, made of high resistance Epoxy 
Carbon, featuring an outstanding quality/price ratio.

The 3 sections construction makes this carp rod convenient and easy to be 
transported. Made of high resistance Epoxy-Carbon, the new DYNA Carp III 
features a very good action, and an outstanding quality/price ratio.3 Lb curve 
power. 

From the DIP experience in telescopic carp rods, the new MASTER CARP, 
made of Epoxy Carbon Composite, is offered at a very interesting price and 
features a perfect action.



Dyna Mormora

Dyna surf

Dyna Trota Lago

	 cODe	 IteM	
Lenght	 n°	 actIOn	

	 	
	 (m)	 SeCtioNS	 (g)

	 CAdYmo	 DIP DYNA MORMORA 4,00	 5	 90

	 cODe	 IteM	
Lenght	 n°	 actIOn	

	 	
	 (m)	 SeCtioNS	 (g)

	 CAdYSUR150	 DIP DYNA SURF 410-150 4,10	 4	 150

	 CAdYSUR120	 DIP DYNA SURF 410-120 4,10	 4	 120

after the great success achieved last year with DYNA SURF 120, this year the 
new DYNA SURF 150, an even more powerful version is ready, as well.  
Same quality, reliability and affordable price.

Specially conceived for beach fishing in Mediterranean sea, this rod has a soft 
multicolor tip, very sensitive, and a powerful carbon blank, able to cast up to 90 g.

Studied for fishing rainbow trout in fisheries, according to the Italian technique 
“Bombarda”, these thin and light carbon rods are offered at a very interesting price. 	 cODe	 IteM	

Lenght	 n°	 actIOn	

	 	
	 (m)	 SeCtioNS	 (g)

	 CAdYtRL1	 DIP DYNA TROTA LAGO 1 4,00	 6	 4-12

	 CAdYtRL2	 DIP DYNA TROTA LAGO 2 4,10	 6	 8-18

	 CAdYtRL3	 DIP DYNA TROTA LAGO 3 4,20	 6	 12-25



Jolly Pike

Jolly surf

Jolly Carp

Holiday 350

Holiday Bolo

Jolly Pike - A new Epoxy Fiber rod, for fishing pikes and other predators.  
Very attractive price and good finish.

Jolly Surf - A new Epoxy Fiber rod, for sea fishing from the shore and for any 
kind of long casting. Very attractive price and good finish.

Jolly Carp - For carp and similar styles of fishing, a good rod, strong and well 
finished, featuring a very good quality/price ratio

Holiday ��0 - A general purpose rod, with a casting power up to 150 g. 
Surprisingly good price.

Holiday Bolo - The cheapest way to approach the Italian fishing style 
BOLOGNESE. 2 rods, 4,00 and 5,00 m long, made of a new epoxy composite 
fiber, having a good action and finish and an unbelievably good price.

	 cODe	 IteM	
LeNGHt	 n°	 actIOn	

	 	
	 (m)	 SeCtioNS	 (g)

	 CAdiHo350	 HOLIDAY 350 3,50	 4	 150

	 CAdiHoBo400	 HOLIDAY BOLO 400 4,00	 4	 40

	 CAdiHoBo500	 HOLIDAY BOLO 500 5,00	 5	 40

	 cODe	 IteM	
LeNGHt	 n°	 actIOn	

	 	
	 (m)	 SeCtioNS	 (g)

	CAdiJoPiKe400	 JOLLY PIKE 400 4,00	 4	 100

	CAdiJoSURF400	 JOLLY SURF 400 4,00	 4	 120

	CAdiJoCARP360	 JOLLY CARP 360 3,60	 4	 120



TWIN COLOURS

LONG CAST

RANGE INTEGRATION

REEL ALCEDO FOCUS RUN 7504

One bigger size added to this successful range 
of Free Spool reels. More details about the other 
sizes at page 21 of the 2007-1 ALCEDO catalogue.

ROD PRIDE SURF 430-200 

One more powerful rod, able to cast up to 200 g, added to this range of telescopic surf 
rods. More details about the other items at page 42-43 of the 2007-1 ALCEDO catalogue.

LINE ALCEDO TITANIUM SOFT 200 m   

a complete range of 200 m spools of this fantastic 
line produced by TORAY is available, now. More details 
about the whole range and features at page 25 of the 
2007-1 ALCEDO catalogue.

MASTER FIGHT BRAIDED. BIGGER DIAMETERS

Three bigger diameters added to this successful range of 
Dyneema braided lines. The diameters(mm)/strengths(Kg) 
are the following: 0,28/32,80, 0,32/46,40, 0,35/53,70. 
More details about the whole range at page 27 of the 2007-1 
DIP catalogue.

SLIDING GUIDES WRAPPED ON A CARBON TUBE

The high quality Black SI-Lite and All Black spare guides are 
now available also already wrapped on carbon tubes, for sliding 
applications. The whole available range is included in the price 
list. More details about the whole range of spare guides at 
pages 47-51 of the 2007-1 DIP catalogue. 

TELE SURF GUIDES PROTECTOR 

a special guide protector studied for telescopic  
surf rods. Strong and convenient, this protector can keep inside and fit all 
the big guides of tele-surf rods. Made of shock resistant material, it has a 
special locking system, in order to prevent that it can slip, even if subjected 
to a strong compression from the top. Code:  COANSUR 

This new Japanese line was specially 
conceived to be used in the conical spools  
of the modern long casting reels. Thanks to its very 
low elasticity, this line keeps a very good sensitivity even when 
the bait is some hundred meters far. Available in 300 m spools.

a new 2 colours Japanese line, 
featuring outstanding strength, 
low elasticity and a perfect 
mimetic appearance. Specifically 
studied for carp fishing. 
Available in 300 m spools.

MASTER FIGHT LONG CASTING

MASTER FIGHT  
TWIN COLOURS

	 MaSteR	FIght	caRP	

	 	

	 	 	
	

LONG castiNG 300 m.
	 	

	 MFGCARPL300-235		 0,235	 6,650
	 MFGCARPL300-265		 0,265	 8,150
	 MFGCARPL300-285		 0,285	 10,550
	 MFGCARPL300-305		 0,305	 12,150
	 MFGCARPL300-350		 0,350	 15,100
	 MFGCARPL300-400		 0,400	 21,500

	 MaSteR	FIght	caRP	
	 	
	

tWIn	cOLORS	300	m.	
	

	

 MFGCARPT300-235		 0,235	 5,350
	 MFGCARPT300-265	 0,265	 7,450
	 MFGCARPT300-285		 0,285	 9,120
	 MFGCARPT300-305	 0,305	 10,350
	 MFGCARPT300-350		 0,350	 13,200
	 MFGCARPT300-400	 0,400	 18,700

after the great success of Chromium Pro and Chromium Cast, the range is now 
enlarged with this new generation carp line. The main features of CHROMIUM CARP 
are: high strength, low elasticity, smoothness and high abrasion resistance.  
Available in a very innovative 2 tones  
mimetic colour, in 300 m. spools.

CHROMIUM CARP

cROMIUM	caRP	300	M		 	 	

	
	

	

	

	 CHRCARP300-235	 0,235	 6,450
	 CHRCARP300-265	 0,265	 8,600
	 CHRCARP300-285	 0,285	 10,200
	 CHRCARP300-305	 0,305	 11,500
	 CHRCARP300-350	 0,350	 14,500
	 CHRCARP300-400	 0,400	 20,700
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NEW PRODUCTS 2008-2009

TGH BKS

HOKKAIDO HOKKAIDO

BHE

PER

MIL

GHS

PER

MIL

GHS

DSE

GHS

Introduced last year, HOKKAIDO, the range of innovative lures studied 
and tested in Japan exclusively for ALCeDO, got a very good success 
in several european countries.
now, the range is enriched by new colours and new items.

new ITeMs

new COLOURs on the already existing items.

Bass Pop
 This range of poppers was specifically studied for 

bass fishing. They are very effective for pike, as well. The 
flowing holes on the 2 mouth sides enhance the turbulence 
and the bubbling effect. Available in 2 sizes: 90 and 65 mm. 

	 DESCRIPTION	 AVAILABLE	COLOURS	
LENGTH	 WEIGHT	

ACTION	
DEPTH	

	 	 	 (mm.)	 (g.)	 	 (m.)

 BASS POP 90 MM  PeR-miL	 90	 21	 P	 S

 BASS POP 65 MM  PeR-miL-GHS	 65	 7	 P	 S	

Colours detail: GHS(ghost	shadow),	PeR(perch),	miL(minnow	in	love)	
Action details: F(floating),	SP(suspending),	S(sinking),	P(popper)	

Dancing Crank
 Similar to Broken Crank, this new lure features 

a even more frantic movement, while the rattling effect 
generated by the 2 body parts touching each other is so 
strong that you can hear it, when the lure is still in the 
water, some meters far from you. Very efficient in any 
condition, it’s a true killer for the big bass.

	 DESCRIPTION	 AVAILABLE	COLOURS	
LENGTH	 WEIGHT	

ACTION	
DEPTH	

	 	 	 (mm.)	 (g.)	 	 (m.)

 DANCING CRANK  GHS-PeR-miL	 60	 14	 F	 1-2,5	

Colours detail: GHS(ghost	shadow),	PeR(perch),	miL(minnow	in	love)	 	
Action details: F(floating),	SP(suspending),	S(sinking),	P(popper)	 	

Serra Pop
 A new range of poppers specially studied  

to be used in salt water, in particular for catching  
SERRA ( Blue Fish). It is also very effective for  
Sea Bass, Amberjacks and other pelagic predators. The flowing holes on the  2 mouth sides 
enhance the turbulence and the air bubble production.Available in 2 sizes: 115 and 90 mm. 

	 DESCRIPTION	 AVAILABLE	COLOURS	
LENGTH	 WEIGHT	

ACTION	
DEPTH	

	 	 	 (mm.)	 (g.)	 	 (m.)

 SERRA POP 115 MM BHe-dSe-GHS	 115	 40	 P	 S

 SERRA POP 90 MM  BHe-dSe-GHS	 90	 21	 P	 S	

Colours detail: dSe(deep	sea),	BHe(blody	head),	GHS(ghost	shadow),		
Action details: F(floating),	SP(suspending),	S(sinking),	P(popper)	
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NEW PRODUCTS 2008-2009

HOKKAIDO HOKKAIDO

GHS

AAN

GHS

BKB

LGF

BSH

MLT

BST GHT

BKB

DSE

MIL

GHS

AAN

BKB

LGF

BSH

MLT

DSE

BKB

GHS

PER

Stream Runner
 A new generation of jointed 

lures, with a soft silicone tail. The 
movement is so natural that even 
the most suspicious predator will be 
deceived. These new generation lures 
proved to be very effective both in 
fresh and salt water. A must-have in 
the lure box.

Tide Runner
 Similar to STREAM RUNNER, 

this new generation jointed lure with 
soft silicone tail was studied to swim 
in shallow water. The movement is so 
natural that even the most suspicious 
predator will be deceived. Proved to be 
very effective in fresh and salt water.

	 DESCRIPTION	 AVAILABLE	COLOURS	
LENGTH	 WEIGHT	

ACTION	
DEPTH	

	 	 	 (mm.)	 (g.)	 	 (m.)

 TIDE RUNNER 110 MM  AAN-BKB-LGF-BSH-mLt-GHS	 110	 12	 F	 0-0,5		

Colours detail: BKB(black	back),	GHS(ghost	shadow),	AAN(	Adriatic	anchovy),	LGF(logoon	fish),	BSH(blue	
shadow),	mLt(mullet)	-	Action details:	F(floating),	SP(suspending),	S(sinking),	P(popper)	 	 	
	 	

Colours detail: BKB(black	back),	GHS(ghost	shadow),	AAN(	Adriatic	anchovy),	LGF(logoon	fish),	BSH(blue	
shadow),	mLt(mullet)	-	Action details:	F(floating),	SP(suspending),	S(sinking),	P(popper)	 	 	
	 	

Stream Dancer 
 After the big success of Wave Dancer we decided to  

develop a new lure able to swim deeper. In order to achieve this goal, our Japanese engineers 
studied a new lip, a new head shape and created a new open gill for increasing the turbulence 
effect.  Available in 2 sizes, the new Stream Dancer are very effective in any condition.

Sea Bass Killer
 The point of strength of this new and the same time classic lure is the perfect swimming 

at different retrieving speeds and the casting distance, thanks to its perfect trim in air. The inner 
metal balls not only give the lure an attracting rattle effect, but they also adjust the balance in 
air. Studied specifically for sea bass fishing in salt water, the new S.B. KILLER proved to be very 
effective in fresh water, too, for pike, perch and big trout. Available in 2 sizes: 80 and 110 mm.

	 DESCRIPTION	 AVAILABLE	COLOURS	
LENGTH	 WEIGHT	

ACTION	
DEPTH	

	 	 	 (mm.)	 (g.)	 	 (m.)

 SEA BASS KILLER 110 MM BSt-dSe-GHt-BKB-GHS	 110	 8	 SP	 1-2

 SEA BASS KILLER 80 MM BSt-dSe-GHt-BKB-GHS	 80	 12	 SP	 1-2	

Colours detail: BKB(black	back),	dSe(deep	sea),	GHS(ghost	shadow),	BSt(black	stripes),	GHt(ghost	tail)	
Action details: F(floating),	SP(suspending),	S(sinking),	P(popper)	

	 DESCRIPTION	 AVAILABLE	COLOURS	
LENGTH	 WEIGHT	

ACTION	
DEPTH	

	 	 	 (mm.)	 (g.)	 	 (m.)

 STREAM DANCER 100 MM GHS-PeR-BKB-dSe-miL	 100	 19	 SP	 1-2

 STREAM DANCER 70 MM GHS-PeR-BKB-dSe-miL	 70	 12	 SP	 0,5-1,5	

Colours detail: BKB(black	back),	dSe(deep	sea),	GHS(ghost	shadow),	PeR(perch),	miL(	minnow	in	love)	
Action details: F(floating),	SP(suspending),	S(sinking),	P(popper)	

	 DESCRIPTION	 AVAILABLE	COLOURS	
LENGTH	 WEIGHT	

ACTION	
DEPTH	

	 	 	 (mm.)	 (g.)	 	 (m.)

  STREAM RUNNER 110 MM  AAN-BKB-LGF-BSH-mLt-GHS	 110	 14	 F	 1-1,5	
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NEW PRODUCTS 2008-2009

HOKKAIDO

GHS

HOKKAIDO

MBL

DSE

PER

BHE

MIL

BKB

BKB

MBL

LFI

BKB

GHS

3 D Shad
 The 3D effect of this new family of lures 

gives them a very natural appearance. The 
inner laser surface, well visible through the 
transparent body produces reflexes that are 
irresistible for all the predators. The new 3D 
SHAD feature a very good swimming at any 
speed retrieve, and the high body density allows 
a very long and precise casting, also thanks to 
the perfect trim in air.

	 DESCRIPTION	 AVAILABLE	COLOURS	
LENGTH	 WEIGHT	

ACTION	
DEPTH	

	 	 	 (mm.)	 (g.)	 	 (m.)

 3D SHAD 120 MM BKB-LFi-mBL	 120	 25	 SP	 1-1,5

 3D SHAD 100 MM BKB-LFi-mBL	 100	 14	 SP	 1-2

 3D SHAD 80 MM BKB-LFi-mBL	 80	 9	 SP	 1,5-2,5 

Colours detail: BKB(black	back),	LFi(lemmon	fish),	mBL(marine	blue)	
Action details: F(floating),	SP(suspending),	S(sinking),	P(popper)	

Serra Killer
 It is not a pooper and it is not a wobbler. This 

hybrid lure was specially conceived for fishing SERRA 
(blue fish) in Mediterranean sea. Like a popper, 
SERRA KILLER is a able to generate a big turbulence 
on the surface, like a wobler, it is able to swim and it 
can be profitably used at different retrieving speeds.
The 3 D body appearance makes this lure even more 
attractive and the rear metal propeller generates 
turbulence and noise, making the trick simply perfect.

	 DESCRIPTION	 AVAILABLE	COLOURS	
LENGTH	 WEIGHT	

ACTION	
DEPTH	

	 	 	 (mm.)	 (g.)	 	 (m.)

 SERRA KILLER 70 MM BKB-LFi-mBL	 70	 15	 F	 0-0,5

Colours detail: mBL(marine	blue),	BKB(black	back),	GHS(ghost	shadow)	
Action details: F(floating),	SP(suspending),	S(sinking),	P(popper)	

Slim Shad
 This very slim wobbler can be used 

both for spinning or for trolling. It can 
be successfully used at different speeds, 
keeping always a very good position in the 
water and very natural movements. Very 
effective with big predators, in fresh and salt 
water.

	 DESCRIPTION	 AVAILABLE	COLOURS	
LENGTH	 WEIGHT	

ACTION	
DEPTH	

	 	 	 (mm.)	 (g.)	 	 (m.)

 SLIM SHAD 135 MM BKB-dSe-GHS	 135	 7	 F	 0-1	

Colours detail: dSe(deep	sea),	BKB(black	back),	GHS(ghost	shadow)	
Action details: F(floating),	SP(suspending),	S(sinking),	P(popper)	

	 DESCRIPTION	 AVAILABLE	COLOURS	
LENGTH	 WEIGHT	

ACTION	
DEPTH	

	 	 	 (mm.)	 (g.)	 	 (m.)

 CHIMERA 85 MM PeR-BHe-miL	 85	 12	 F	 0-0,8

Colours detail: mBL(marine	blue),	BKB(black	back),	GHS(ghost	shadow)	
Action details: F(floating),	SP(suspending),	S(sinking),	P(popper)	

Chimera
 A fish in a great difficulty, swimming in upside-

down position, with its belly up, and lying on the 
surface when resting. This innovative lure is perfectly 
imitating a minnow in its last life instants.  
Simply irresistible!
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JAPAnese PROJeCT VeRTICAL JIGGInG LURes 
Conceived and engineered in Japan, this fantastic range of 
vertical jigging lures are distributed in europe by Italia Fishing. 
The shapes, the colours and the weights are specially studied 
for catching amberjacks and other big predators. 3 shapes 
available, in different colours and weights.

	 DeScRIPtIOn	
Length

		
WeiGHt	

cOLOUR
	

	 		
(m)	 (m)	

HiRAmASA	JiG	LURe	J-202	 27	 220	 005-001-625

HiRAmASA	JiG	LURe	J-200	 15-18-21	 100-150-250	 622-623-624

HiRAmASA	JiG	LURe	J-KNi	 14-16-19	 150-200-300	 623-624-625

J-202
 A slim body profile for cutting the water and allowing sudden and natural movements 

even fishing in very deep water. The luminous belly offers a perfect visibility even in the low light 
deep fishing conditions. The laser finish, the holographic eyes and the “gills” give this lure a very 
natural baitfish appearance.

J-200
 The most popular shape in vertical jigging lures. It features a very fast sinking and a great 

sensitivity to the rod tip movements, resulting in a very natural and attractive presentation for 
all the predators, like amberjacks, groupers and snappers. Luminous belly, laser finish and 
holographic eyes are the other key features natural baitfish appearance.

J-KNI
 A compact shape for fast sinking, a thin head for a prompt reactivity and a very natural 

appearance make this lure particularly useful for medium and deep fishing. Laser finish and 
holographic eyes.

DBI-2sT

DBI-2

DBI-1

A new generation of electronic bite indicators, 100% water resistant, 
with smooth surfaces, thanks to the touch pressure operating buttons. 
easy to clean and to handle.

a bite alarm remote control system composed  
by 3 DBI-2 and a radio station 
Main features: 
- Same features as DBI-2 
- Very long reception range 
- Radio station with vibration 
- Radio station power: 9V battery.

Compact, reliable and easy to use. Wireless 
Main features: 
- On/Off switch 
- Volume and tone control 
- Sensitivity control 
- 20” latching LED 
- Protective coated circuits and  
  other electronic parts 
- Digital technology. 
- Power: 1 pc 12V mini battery (MN21)

Innovative design and features, with bite counting display. Wireless 
Main features: 
- Volume and tone control 
- Colour changing LED indicator with 20 seconds memory 
- Long range  
- Self range test facility 
- Protective coated circuits and other electronic parts 
- Power: 1 pc. 9 V radio alkaline battery
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This range of top quality Japanese hooks 
is able to fulfill the needs of the most 
advanced european fishermen. Made of hi 

carbon steel, extremely strong and light, the FUDO hooks are chemically 
sharpened and they are double coated, for the best corrosion resistance. 
The wide range of shapes and sizes can match all the most modern styles 
of fishing, both in salt and fresh water. Particularly interesting are the 

new DeLTA series, made using the most 
advanced available technologies. In particular, 
the peculiar “3 eDGe POInT”, consisting in 
cutting the needle point by 3 different degrees, achieving an unbelievable 
penetration power, and the “TRUsT GRIP”, an accurate and fine laser 
carving for a better knot holding and a perfect line position, even under 
tension. All the FUDO hooks are produced in Japan. 

	 	

	

	 	
DELTA	 10-8-6	

X	 	 X	 X	 X	 	 	 X	 X
	 	

CHINU	 5-4-2	
	 	
	

DELTA	 9-8-6	
X	 	 X	 X	 X	 	 	 X	 X	 X

	 	
MEJINA	 4-2	

	
DELTA	 8-6-5	 	 	

X	 X	 X	 	 	 X	 X	 X
	

GURE	 4-2	

	 	
DELTA	 8-7-6	 	 	

X	 X	 X	 	 	 X	 X	
	

ISEAMA	 5-4-3	
	 2
	 	

KEIRYUU
	 15-12	 	

X	 X	 	 	 	 	 X	 X
	

	 11-9-8	
	 6-4-2

	 	

CHIKA
	 22-20-19	 	

X	 	 	 	 	 	 X	 X	
	

	 18-16-14	
	 12-10-8

	 	
FUDO	 10-8-6	

X	 	 X	 	 	 	 X	 X	
ROUND	 4-2	

	 28-26-22	

SODE
	 20-18-16	 	

X	 X	 	 	 	 	 X	 X	
	 14-12-10	
	 8-6-5-4-2
	 12-11-10	

ISEAMA
	 8-6-4-2-1	 	

X	 X	 	 	 	 	 X	 X	 X	
	 1/0-2/0-3/0	
	 4/0-5/0
	 	

CARP
	

6-4-2	 X	 	 X	 	 	 	 X	 X	 	
	

The complete FUDO catalogue, with all the hooks shown in actual size, is available upon request.

	 	

	

	 	

CHINU
	 14-12-10	

X	 X	 X	 	 	 	 	 X	 X
	

X	
	 8-6-4	
	 2-1-1/0	
	

CHINU	 6-5-4	
X	 	 X	 	 	 	 X	 X	 X

	 	
W/RING	 2-1-1/0	
	 3/0-5/0

	
FUDO	 12-10-8	 	 	

	 	 	 	 	 X	 X
	

TREBLE	 6-4-2	
	 1-1/0

	 	
NEMURO	 	

X	 X	 X	 	 	 	 	 X	
	

SEIGO	 3-2-1	
	
	 	

KENTSUKI	 10-8-6	
X	 X	 X	 	 	 	 	 X

	

MARUSEIGO	 4-2-1/0	
	

	 	
UMI	 18-16-14	 	

X	 X	 	 	 	 	 X	 X	 X
	

TANAGO	 12-10-9	
	

	 	
SLIDER	 	

	 	 X	 	 	 X	 	 X	
CARP	 6-4-2	

	 	
RYUSEN

	
14-12-10	

X	 X	 X	 	 	 	 	 X	 	 	 X	
TWO	SLICED	 8-7-6-4-2	
	
	 	
ISEAMA	 4-2-1	 	

	 X	 	 	 X	 	 X	 X	
W/RING	 1/0-3/0-5/0	
	



eLeCTROnIC BITe ALARM

CHeMICAL LIGHTs

ALCeDO CAPs

Logo  embroidered also 
on the back and brass 
crocodile clip.

a new bite alarm, simple, strong and the same time 
very effective. It can be fixed on any kind of rod. On/
Off switch and sound adjustment. A blue light flashing 
for night fishing. 
Code:  eLBIn

New chemical lights, with liquid + powder inside. Their light 
is stronger and longer lasting than the traditional liquid+liquid 
chemical lights.

available in 3 sizes: 
- 3,0 mm ( 2 pieces in each bag). Code: CHL30-GR 
- 4,5 mm ( 1 piece in each bag). Code: CHL45-GR 
- 4,5 mm ( 2 pieces in each bag). Code: CHL45D-GR > new!

Pure cotton caps, with the 
ALCEDO logo embroidered on 
the front and on the back. A 
long visor protects your eyes 
against sun beams and reflexes. 
Adjustable size by a brass 
crocodile clip. Two embroidered 
logo colours available: white  
and red. 
White logo: Code CAPAB-w 
Red Logo: Code CAPAB-R

eLeCTROnIC MOTORs  
This range of electric motors is convenient and environmentally 
compatible. The new generation electronic circuits feature low power 
consumption and a powerful output. Available in 3 different trusts: 
36 Lb, 40 Lb and 54 Lb, the new DIP MARIne motors are light and 

extremely strong, thanks to the composite main shaft, flexible 
and unbreakable and the nylon mounting 
brackets. All the motors are equipped with 
a convenient charge indicator, for the best 

battery management.  approval for the whole range.

The nylon mount is strong, 
corrosion free and much 

lighter than metal.

The 6’ telescopic arm, for the  
best convenience with any 

boat size and seat position.

The convenient charge 
indicator, for the best battery 
management.

	 cODe	 IteM
	 MaX	 InPUt	 FORWaRD	 ReVeRSe	

ShaFt
	 chaRge	 WeIght	 ce

	

	 	 		 tRUSt	 Dc	 SPeeDS	 SPeeDS	 	 InDIcatOR	 (kg)		 aPPROVaL

 MOEL36	 ELETTRIC	MOTOR	36	Lb	 36	Lb	 12	V	 5	 3	 36	inch	 YES	 7,3	 YES
	 MOEL40	 ELETTRIC	MOTOR	40	Lb	 40	Lb	 12	V	 5	 3	 42	inch	 YES	 7,5	 YES
	 MOEL54	 ELETTRIC	MOTOR	54	Lb	 54	Lb	 12	V	 5	 3	 42	inch	 YES	 7,5	 YES



TenDeR 320-270

TenDeR 230

CE plate on the transom. 
All the information are 
immediately detectable: 
CE registration number, 
Model number, max 
load capacity, max n. of 
persons and max engine 
power.

Strong and convenient, the plywood and aluminum 
foldable floor is the best choice for day tripping and 
fishing activities. It will last years and years without any 
maintenance need.

The pneumatic keel gives 
the boat bottom a more 
hydrodynamic shape 
and improves the safety, 
with its additional and 
independent inflated 
chamber. 

These boats 
are strong, stable 
and with a big 
storage capacity. 

Perfect for fishing, both 
in fresh and salt water. The 3 separate 

chambers, plus the pneumatic 
keel, make them extremely safe.
The tender 320 and 270 passed 
the CE certificate testing.  The 

foldable floor is made of plywood and 
aluminum, strong, light and durable. 

This small and convenient  
boat, perfect as a tender for  
a bigger boat, can be  
successfully used for fresh water 
fishing, as well, like carp fishing and 
spinning. You can fish from the boat 
or you can use it for reaching hidden 
and exclusive places that cannot 
be reached in any other way. 3 
independent chambers, for the best 
safe. The convenient and comfortable 
slatted floor can be easily rolled and 
transported.

The slatted floor is light, comfortable 
and convenient. It allows boat 

assembling and disassembling without 
extracting it. It’s the best option for 

small boats and for people looking for 
compactness and portability.

The very effective oar lock system 
allows a very easy oar use and, 
together with the oar holders, keeps 
them efficiently fixed to the boat in 
rest conditions.

Durable life line for grasping 
and emergencies

The transom is made of marine grade 
plywood, with motor pad inside and 
motor mount plate.

A complete range of inflatable boats specially conceived for fishing. Made 
of top quality materials, after production they are inspected one by one, 
for the best safe and quality. The new DIP MARIne inflatable boats are 
available in 4 sizes, 2 colours and 2 shapes: a  great choice, able to fulfill 

every need. They are given fully equipped, with aluminum shaft 
oars, foot pump, repairing kit, and carrying bag.

CARP/sPInnInG 235

a small boat with a big loading 
space inside. The outside motor 
bracket allows to take full advantage 
of the inner space: 2 seats available 
and enough space for fishing luggage 
and other stuff. A perfect mate for 
carp anglers.

	 cODe	 IteM
	

Length
	

WIDth
	 no.	of	

FLOOR
	

nO.	SeatS
	 net		 MaX	

aPPROVaL

	

	 	 		 	 	 chaMBeRS	 	 	 WeIght	 PeRSOn

 BACS235V	 CARP/SPINNING	235	GREEN	 235	cm	 132	cm	 2	 S	 2	 29	Kg	 2	 -
	BAT230V	 TENDER	230	GREEN	 230	cm	 131	cm	 3	 S	 1	(*)	 31	Kg	 2	 ISO	6185
	BAT230G	 TENDER	230	GREY	 230	cm	 131	cm	 3	 S	 1	(*)	 31	Kg	 2	 ISO	6185
	BAT270V	 BOAT	TENDER	270	GREEN	 270	cm	 152	cm	 3+1	 P	 2	 48	Kg	 3,5	 CE
	BAT270G	 BOAT	TENDER	270	GREY	 270	cm	 152	cm	 3+1	 P	 2	 48	Kg	 3,5	 CE
	BAT320V	 BOAT	TENDER	320	GREEN	 320	cm	 152	cm	 3+1	 P	 2	 55	Kg	 4,5	 CE
	BAT320G	 BOAT	TENDER	320	GREY	 320	cm	 152	cm	 3+1	 P	 2	 55	Kg	 3,5	 CE

(*) Second seat optional  S = Slatted Floor P= Plywood Floor 
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Italia Fishing S.r.l.
Via	Vinelli,	38/3	-	16043	Chiavari	(GE)	-	tel.	+39	0185	362884	-	fax	+39	0185	364810

www.italiafishing.com					e-mail:	info@italiafishing.com

Alcedo	and	DIP	are	trade	marks	registered	by:

FISHCOLLECTION

For the pleasure to wear an exclusive watch, giving you a 
strong sense of belonging to the great and over national 
angling family, for making a collection or for a present to a 
friend: there is always a good reason to buy a new watch 
ALCEDO FISH COLLECTION.

Five subjects available at 
the moment: 3 fresh water 
fish and 2 salt water ones. 
On the dial it is printed the 
fish head, while the lower 
strap reproduces the fish 
skin, in a very natural way. 
New subjects will be added 
in the future months, for 
enlarging the collection.

The exclusive ALCEDO scuba. To wear 
this watch is the best way to enter in 
the great ALCEDO family: thousands 
and thousands fishermen worldwide that 
already experienced the ALCEDO way: 
total quality, outstanding service and the 
most friendly prices. Come with us!


